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ABSTRACT

Aims. A tunable, high spectral resolution, high effective finesse, vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) Fabry-Perot interferometer (FPI) is
designed for obtaining narrow-passband images, magnetograms, and Dopplergrams of the transition region emission line of CIV
(155 nm).
Methods. The integral part of the CIV narrow passband filter package (with a 2–10 pm FWHM) consists of a multiple etalon system
composed of a tunable interferometer that provides high-spectral resolution and a static low-spectral resolution interferometer that
allows a large effective free spectral range. The prefilter for the interferometers is provided by a set of four mirrors with dielectric
high-reflective coatings. A tunable VUV piezoelectric-control interferometer has undergone testing using the surrogate F2 eximer
laser line at 157 nm for the CIV line. We present the results of these tests with a description of the overall concept for a complete
narrow-band CIV spectral filter. The static interferometer of the filter will be built using a set of fixed MgF2 plates. The four-mirror
prefilter is designed to have dielectric multilayer Π-stacks employing the concept used in the Ultraviolet Imager of NASA’s Polar
Spacecraft. A 10-pm dual etalon system allows the effective free spectral range to be commensurate with the prefilter profile. With an
additional etalon, a triple etalon system would allow a spectrographic resolution of 2 pm. The basic strategy has been to combine the
expertise of spaceflight etalon manufacturing with VUV coating technology to build a VUV FPI which combines the best attributes
of imagers and spectrographs into a single compact instrument.
Results. High spectral-resolution spectro-polarimetry observations of the transition region CIV emission can be performed to increase
our understanding of the magnetic forces, mass motion, evolution, and energy release within the solar atmosphere at the base of the
corona where most of the magnetic field is approximately force-free. The 2D imaging of the full vector magnetic field at the height of
maximum magnetic influence (minimum plasma beta) can be accomplished, albeit difficult, by measuring the Zeeman splitting of the
CIV resonance pair. Designs of multiple VUV FPIs can be developed for integration into future orbiting solar observatories to obtain
rapid cadence, spectral imaging of the transition region.

Key words. Sun: transition region – Sun: UV radiation – instrumentation: interferometers – space vehicles: instrument –
techniques: spectroscopic

1. Introduction

1.1. Scientific rational

Within solar physics and astrophysics, a major goal is to un-
derstand the magnetic forces, evolution, and energy release
within the solar and stellar atmospheres. Events from the sun
drives space weather which has significant influences on our
technologically-dependent society and space initiatives. The ob-
servation and analysis of the transition region (TR, the interface
between the chromosphere and the corona) is important in the
physical understanding of the solar atmosphere and its ubiqui-
tous magnetic field. The ultraviolet resonance emission lines of
CIV (∼155 nm) are formed in the middle of the TR at a temper-
ature of 100 000 K. A CIV narrow-passband filter will provide
critical instrumentation for these solar TR observations. Using
this filter with a polarimeter, the magnetic structure, mass mo-
tion, and morphology within the transition region can be studied.

Although difficult, the measurement of the full vector magnetic
field at the height of maximum magnetic influence (minimum
plasma beta) can be accomplished by measuring the Zeeman
splitting of the CIV resonance pair. Previous observations of this
doublet resonance line have either been with scanning spectro-
graphs or broadband filters with their inherent limitations in si-
multaneity and spectral purity.

We present the design of a multiple-etalon vacuum-
ultraviolet Fabry-Perot interferometer (VUV FPI) which can
be integrated within the future orbiting solar observatories.
The VUV FPI combines the best attributes of a spectrograph
and an imager in a compact and versatile instrument. The in-
strument reported here shows the proof-of-concept of a high-
spectral-resolution, high-finesse VUV FPI for obtaining narrow-
passband images, magnetograms, and Dopplergrams of CIV.
(Finesse is defined by the ratio of the free spectral range (FS R)
to the spectral resolution (full-width at half maximum, FWHM)).
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Fig. 1. Internal view of the MSFC/Hovemere CIV scanning FPI which
incorporates (Cascade Optical Corporation) VUV coating technology
with a resolving power of 22,100. This could be used as one element
for the high resolution interferometer for a multiple Fabry-Perot etalon
spectral filter for CIV described in the text. The interferometer length is
150 mm.

We further present two complete design concepts for the CIV
narrow passband filter with a spectral resolution of ∆λ = 10 pm
and 2 pm FWHM and a resolving power of λ/∆λ = 15 500 and
77 500, respectively. The dual etalon system (∆λ = 10 pm) con-
sisting of three sub-elements: (1) a scanning high-resolution in-
terferometer (HRI) providing a high-resolution passband, (2) a
static (fixed gap) low-resolution interferometer (LRI) providing
the system with a larger effective free spectral range (FS R), and
(3) four reflective interference filters performing as a prefilter.
A triple system (∆λ = 2 pm) would have an additional HRI.
The test results of the Marshall Space Flight Center’s (MSFC)
10 pm HRI are given in Sect. 4 for the piezoelectric-controlled
etalon (Fig. 1). The prefilter design, composed of four mirrors
with dielectric multilayer stacks, follows the coating design of
the orbiting Ultraviolet Imager (UVI) (Zukic et al. 1993). A two
etalon design allows the effective free spectral range to be com-
mensurate with the prefilter spectral width as described below.

The spectral filter system can provide a 3D data cube that
combines a 2D field of view with non-sequential spectral scan-
ning at selective steps through the lines of CIV. The multiple
etalon Fabry-Perot filter systems described here are designed
specifically for the transition region CIV emission line pair at
154.821/155.077 nm (2s2S 1
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) (Fig. 2).

This strong CIV resonance line pair, associated with 104K
plasma at an effective parallel-atmosphere height of 2000 km
(Fig. 3), is Zeeman sensitive with effective Lande-g values of
geff = 1.167/geff = 1.333, and has a profile half-width of 130–
275 pm (Peter 2002). For a magnetic field strength of 1000G, the
Zeeman splitting is 0.15 pm for 155.08 nm. Because of the small
splitting, Stokes polarimetric scans of the line are employed to
derive the magnetic field. The CIV characteristics and spectral
purity provide important line diagnostics for analysis of the tran-
sition region. With high throughput, narrow-band spectral im-
agery offers the advantage of avoiding spectrographic rastering
and allows precise and simultaneous 2D context imaging. The
observation of the highly dynamic, non-equilibrium thermody-
namic transition region of the solar atmosphere requires rapid
3D-imaging spectrometry and magnetography. These short dy-
namic time scales are ∼10 s for CIV waves (DeForest 2005),
120 s for blinkers (Madjarska & Doyle 2000), 200 sec for coro-
nal loop oscillations (De Pontieu et al. 2003), and a few minutes
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Fig. 2. The CIV resonance line pair at 154.82 nm and 155.08 nm show-
ing the 1 to 2/3 ratio in peak intensity. The NRL HRTS (21 July, 1975)
active region scan is plotted at 1.5 pm steps.

for spicules (Xia et al. 2004). For example, the plasma sprays or
spicules rise up from the photosphere through the chromosphere
into the transition region (TR) along flux tubes as extremely in-
homogeneous and dynamic small-scale activity. Assuming an
appropriate size telescope, the non-sequential stepping pattern
of a filter with a minimum number of steps provides a rapid ca-
dence compatible with these events. Such small-scale dynamics
in the lower solar atmosphere is related to coronal heating, con-
vection, waves, and mass loss. For another example of the dy-
namics of the TR, rapid magnetic reconnection has been associ-
ated with both types of CIV brightenings: the impulsive bright-
enings (without line broadenings and near magnetic inversion
lines) and the explosive events (with line broadenings and asso-
ciated with weak magnetic fields) (Porter et al. 1987; Porter &
Dere 1991; Dere et al. 1991; Chae et al. 1998).

From the photosphere to the transition region, the plasma
beta parameter (β, the ratio of the gas pressure to the magnetic
pressure) decreases by a factor ∼104 (Gary 2001). The Alfven
wave velocity increases by a factor of ∼102 inferring a signif-
icant decrease in the response time to magnetic reconnection
events. For a third example of the rapid variability of the TR,
recent Fourier analysis of the CIV TRACE data has weakly in-
dicated waves in the 100 mHz (10s period) range, coming pos-
sibly from small-scale reconnection or chromospheric shocks
(DeForest 2004). Insight into the basic mechanism responsible
for these fundamental solar phenomena requires specific diag-
nostic techniques to refine and infer the physical properties of
this region. Such systematic and random velocity fields broaden
and shift the line profile. Observing the upward propagation of
mechanical energy and its dissipation is key to understanding the
energy balance of the solar atmosphere. A high-throughput VUV
FPI can provide rapid 3D-imaging spectroscopy that is needed
to understand the overall physics, such as, (i) the dissipation of
mechanical energy carried upward from the convection zone and
dissipation of energy stored in the magnetic field, (ii) the regime
and location of each kind of heating, (iii) the complex velocity
field in the transition region, (iv) the role of the magnetic field
in heating at various heights, and (v) the distinctive structures
of the transition region. A CIV VUV FPI can provide images,
Doppler velocities, and magnetic field measurements simultane-
ously for correlation studies and analysis. In a recent review of
the solar atmosphere, Solanki & Hammer (2001) stated that the
transition region between the chromosphere and the corona is
the most fascinating part of the solar atmosphere because of the
thin thermal interface. They further point out that because of the
spatial and temporal scales of the region, TR observations will
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Fig. 3. The spectral lines of CIV are formed in the logarithmic middle
of the temperature range of the transition region (after Peter 2001). As
a function of height, the temperature is increasing rapidly through the
transition region and the density is decreasing.

require the highest demands on the spectral, spatial, and tempo-
ral resolutions for future space missions.

Recent observations have revealed significant spatial corre-
lations of the CIV emission with the highly redshifted fibril or
spicule-like structures in Hα. De Pontieu and Tarbell reported
recently that this correlation promises to shed light on the long
outstanding issue of what role chromospheric spicule-like jets
play in the heating and momentum balance of the outer at-
mosphere (De Pontieu & Tarbell 2002). Also using broadband
images of Transition Region and Coronal Explorer (TRACE),
Tarbell, Handy, & Judge (1999) report that bright CIV tran-
sients are seen associated with flux emergence and cancella-
tion, and can be associated with high-velocity explosive events
seen in Solar Ultraviolet Measurement of Emitted Radiation’s
(SUMER) spectra. The CIV emission can be well-separated
from the photospheric magnetic footpoints, suggesting that it
takes place on current sheets higher in the atmosphere separating
different flux systems. However, they report that the CIV emis-
sion of moss regions (foot points of hot coronal loops) is con-
trasted with that of similar plage which does not have hot loops
above it. Hence improved narrow passband imaging of CIV is
one step to better understand coronal heating.

Fundamentally, a VUV imaging spectral filter can provide
information on the three important physical processes: the mag-
netic field topology, the coronal process, and the dynamics of
the atmosphere. The magnetic field in the region where the ratio
(β) of plasma pressure to magnetic pressure is low, where flares
and coronal mass ejections (CMEs) are believed to be triggered,
can be directly measured using the VUV FPI (Moore & Sterling
2005). The force-free fields in the transition region may undergo
large changes in direction where the magnetic field is within the
low-β region (Fig. 4). Then extrapolation upward through the
rest of the corona would give us a better calculation of the dy-
namic magnetic field in this region, and would be related to the
evolution and interaction with the interplanetary medium.

The understanding of the exact mechanisms leading to the
heating of the solar corona is still an enigma. However, the
related activities are characterized by a spatial-temporal inter-
mittent brightness of the solar atmosphere. The role of ther-
mal conduction in the energy redistribution of the coronal
through the transition region needs to be understood to resolve
the coronal heating problem. Generally the heating models are
hydrodynamic mechanisms with shock dissipation of acoustic
waves or magnetic heating mechanisms subdivided into electric-
magnetic wave (alternating current) or stress (direct current)

Fig. 4. Plasma Beta plot showing that CIV emission coming from the
minimum value of beta. (Gary 2001).

mechanisms with numerous dissipation processes possible (e.g.
shocks, Laudau damping, resonance absorption, turbulent heat-
ing, and anomalous heating). In all these processes the energy
must pass through the transition region. Hence, the TR analysis
of the intensity variations, the magnetic fields, and the profile
variations will help to unravel the coronal heating processes.

The position and structure of the transition region is prob-
lematic due to the dynamics of time-varying heating along a
magnetic field line, the small and large-scale restructuring of
the magnetic field (reconnection and electric currents), the small
and large mass ejections (spicules and CMESs), and oscilla-
tions/waves. Improved observations of transition region vari-
ability (e.g., blinklers, nano-flares, and microflares) will help
define the fine structure dynamics that transfers the photo-
spheric convectional energy into the corona. The dynamics of
the structure is clearly seen in the CIV of HRTS spectro-
grams and the SOHO/SUMER limb images (see Figs. 5 and 6).
HRTS’s Doppler shifts over sunspots reveal down flows of up to
150 km s−1.

Peter and his colleagues in a number of recent articles have
emphasized the importance of the transition region and CIV
characteristics (Peter 2000, 2001). Gontikakis, Peter, & Dara
(2003), have studied the CIV line broader tail component, whose
origin is unclear. They found that the size of the bright radiance
features is always larger than the size of the structures of the
Dopplergrams and Doppler widths. The network features seem
to diminish at a temperature around 105 K due to the thermody-
namic properties of the transition region, and the mean size of
the structures of the tail component radiance is smaller than the
one of the core radiance. On-disk observations by SUMER show
that the lower transition region (2×104−2×105 K) is composed
of small loops and knots of emission and thread-like structures
(Feldman et al. 1999); hence the complex structure of the transi-
tion remains to be deciphered and requires new instrumentation.

For example, a specific observing program would study the
rapid variation of transition region structures to investigate the
injection of material and wave into the corona. The FPI spec-
tral stability in tuning to a series of nearby chromospheric lines
provides the absolute velocities. Rapid scanning over the FOV
gives small scale velocity variations of filaments, surges, and
spicules and gives k-ω diagrams for wave and shock analysis
within the TR.

With these reasons for studying the CIV emission, the fol-
lowing section discusses the design, development, and testing
of a CIV interferometer capable of meeting the rapid tuning,
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Fig. 5. HRTS spectrum of the two CIV resonance lines showing velocity
mirco-structures. (After Dere et al. 1982).

Fig. 6. A SOHO/SUMER Dopplergram of CIV showing the Doppler
micro-structure of the transition region as compared to the size of the
intensity structures (After Dammasch et al. 1999). The limb is seen in
the upper right hand corner. The scale on the far left is ±20 km s−1

(white= red shifted).

high spectral resolution, and imaging requirements. With some
loss in transmission, improvement in the spectral resolution, by
a third etalon, would allow for analysis of the line asymme-
tries and small scale spectral anomalies. However, a dual etalon
interferometer can focuse on high cadence Dopplergraphy. We
will discuss both configurations. First, however, prior attempts
at the construction of CIV interferometer are discussed in the
next secion; all these prior etalons had relatively large passbands
(300–2000 pm).

1.2. Background and Related Work

1.2.1. Fabry-Perot interferometry

In a series of papers in the 1970’s, Bideau-Méhu and colleagues
reported on their investigation of Fabry-Perot interferometry
in the vacuum ultraviolet (Guern et al. 1974, Bideau-Méhu et
al 1976, Bideau-Méhu 1980). By 1980, they were employing
11 mm thick, 50 mm diameter, λ/80 MgF2 plates and Al-MgF2
films (22 nm–5 nm) to achieve reflecting finesse of 6.7 but only
a peak transmission of 9% at 152 nm. This resulted in a free
spectral range of FS R = 6.44 nm with a full width at half max-

imum of FWHM= 1.89 nm. The defect finesse derived from the
flatness should have given a finesse of 11. Inferior plate perfor-
mance was probably the cause of lower finesse. A recent VUV
etalon development program (1996–2000) was performed by the
Lockheed-Martin Solar and Astrophysics Laboratory (LMSAL)
group and colleagues that resulted in two articles directly related
to the discussion here (Bruner et al. 1997; Wülser et al. 2000).
The first paper reported on the theoretical finesse and transmis-
sion of the etalon in the VUV. It demonstrated that a 155 nm
etalon predicted reflectance finesse could be 34 with a transmis-
sion of 36%. A study of an optimized Π-interference coating
(see Sect. 3.2) for a 155 nm etalon predicted a transmittance of
5.3% with a peak reflectance of 91% with 3.5% absorption but
had a high out-of-band response to the blue. The second paper
on Fabry-Perot etalons reported on construction attempts in the
vacuum ultraviolet region (120–150 nm). The LMSAL group
noted that the performance of the high-efficiency coatings re-
quired by a UV etalon is limited both by the availability of suit-
able coating materials, and by the uniformity and accuracy of
the deposition process. A vacuum-spaced etalon with cultured
quartz plates was operated at 169.5 nm with a low finesse of 4.
In this LMSAL study, a 140 nm FPI withoutΠ-interference coat-
ing, was constructed with transmittance of 3%, FS R = 3.4 nm,
finesse= 10.5, and FWHM ∆λ = 0.32 nm. Led by Zukic, the
LMSAL and the MSFC UVI teams have investigated a family
of coating designs based on the fluoride salts of magnesium and
lanthanum, finding that a practical etalon performance may be
achievable at wavelengths as short as 120 nm (e.g., Zukic 1998).
While the lack of UV transmitting materials with a wide range
of refractive index is problematic, the concern can be overcome
by using a vacuum-spaced etalon design with MgF2 and LaF3-
based coatings. LMSAL efforts did produce a tunable etalon but
did not use capacitive sensor feedback circuitry, but used a man-
ual method to scan in wavelength. Because of the lack of other
efforts and the scientific potential of CIV interferometry, we have
extended their efforts and report our findings here.

1.2.2. Related spectroscopy

Because of the minimum progress in VUV interferometers,
the observations of the solar transition region within the past
10 years have been limited to broad passband imagers and
spatial-scanning spectrographs (Table 1). However, these instru-
ments have demonstrated the extensive scientific interest in the
transition region. In particular, on the disk, CIV measurements
have been performed with (i.) the orbiting TRACE having a
3.7 nm-FWHM spectral filter with a 2.4% transmission with an
additional cleaning filter (at 160 nm, 16.6%), (ii.) SUMER us-
ing an area scanning spectrograph with 4–8 pm resolution, (iii.)
HRTS having 5 pm resolution, and (iv.) MSSTA, the Stanford
University’s sounding rocket Multi-Spectral Solar Telescope
Array, having a CIV broadband filter of 10 nm FWHM. The
Naval Research Laboratory’s (NRL) Very high Angular resolu-
tion ULtraviolet Telescope (VAULT) is also a spectroheliograph
rocket payload and has a passband of 7 pm which is the pre-
decessor of HRTS (Korendyke et al. 2001; Bartoe et al. 1977).
A MSFC sounding rocket’s Solar Ultraviolet Magnetograph
Investigation (SUMI) is to measure the TR’s CIV at 2 pm spec-
tral resolution. SUMI, in part, has evolved from the 1980’s
UVSP SMM high spectral resolution (2–4 pm) but SUMI will
have a higher polarimetric resolution of CIV (West et al. 2000,
2001). SUMER is a normal incidence spectrometer with ∼8 pm
resolution at 160 nm. A full disk CIV scan with a spatial res-
olution of ∼1 arcsec took over a day to scan the sun; a typical
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Table 1. Transition Region Observing Instruments (100–200 nm).

Instruments a Type Wavelength ∆λ ∆x Science FOV Status
[nm] [pm] [arcsec] [arcsec]

Sounding Rockets
SUMI Spectrograph 155 & 280 2 & 5 1 Magnetography 180 Under

Construction
HRTS Spectrograph 120-170 5 1 Line profiles 1000 Flown
VAULT Spectrograph 120-120 7 0.3 Line profiles 3600 Flown
MSSTA Imager 155+14λ’s 10 nm 1 Multiple λ’s 2000 Flown
Orbiting Missions
SUMER Spectrograph 39-161 4-8 1.5 Line profiles 300 On orbit
UVCS Spectrograph 49-150 9-14 7 Coronal lines 300 On orbit
TRACE Imager 155, 160, 170 + 4λ’s 3.7 nm 1 Multiple λ’s 510 On orbit
AIA Imager 160, 170 + 8λ’s 20 nm 1 Multiple λ’s 2460 Under

Construction

a Notation: SUMI= Solar Ultraviolet Magnetograph Instrument (MSFC); HRTS=High Resolution Spectrograph (NRL); VAULT=Very
high Angular resolution Ultraviolet Telescope (NRL); MSSTA=Multi-Spectral Solar Telescope Array(Stanford); SUMER=Solar Ultraviolet
Measurements of Emitted Radiation (SOHO/Lindau); UVCS=Ultraviolet Coronal Spectrometer (SOHO/CfA); TRACE=Transition Region and
Coronal Explorer (SMEX/LMSAL); AIA=Atmospheric Imaging Assembly (SDO/LMSAL); ∆λ = spectral resolution, ∆x = spatial resolution.

active region scan of CIV of 5× 5 arcmin2 at 2arcsec spatial res-
olution requires ∼13 min with 4.2 pm/pixel. This slowness ex-
emplifies difficulties of a spectrograph for capturing the rapidly
changing TR.

The current orbiting imager of the transition region is
TRACE which images the solar corona and transition region
at high angular and temporal resolution. Its VUV wavelengths
are 121.6 (8 nm, 14% transmittance), 155.0 (3.7 nm 2.4%),
160.0 (24.5 nm, 16.5%), and 170.0 nm (20 nm, 24.5%). The
TRACE telescope uses four normal-incidence coatings for the
EUV-VUV on quadrants of the primary mirrors. The broadband
160 nm response has shown great sensitivity to transient events
which relates to the rapid thermal conduction in the transition
region. Under construction, the Solar Dynamics Observatory’s
Atmospheric Imaging Assemble (SDO/AIA) will characterize
the dynamic evolution of the solar plasma from the chromo-
sphere to the corona, and will follow the connection of plasma
dynamics with photospheric magnetic activity throughout the
solar atmosphere but again with a broad passband transition re-
gion filter at 160 nm with 20 nm FWHM. Although the capture
rate is moderate,∼4 fpm, the spectral profile includes many lines
and provides only intensity data.

For CIV, these high-speed imagers and high-spectral resolu-
tion spectrographs can be combined into a single, compact fil-
tergraph by employing a VUV FPI. This would fill the void that
is seen in both the near-term orbiting observatories, AIA and
Solar-B, by extending high spectral resolution into the transition
region and permit exploration of the minimum plasma beta re-
gion.

1.3. The rational

These instruments show that a spectral resolution of ∼2–10 pm
produces important scientific returns and that a prefilter of
∼3–4 nm (cf. TRACE) can be manufactured (Handy et al. 1998).
Therefore, as a needed alternative to the standard use of a VUV
spectrograph, the specification for a multiple etalon interfer-
ometer is given. The CIV VUV FPI will have the capability
of extending the TR research by supplying a filtergraph to the
present arsenal in a compact volume for orbiting missions. The
etalon system would allow imaging a large field of view at
specific wavelengths and enable the design of either a 10 pm

filter-type magnetograph or a 2 pm spectro-polarimetric- type
of magnetograph. For a spectral resolution of ∆λ/λ, the FOV is
given by FOV ∼ (8∆λ/λ)1/2(Aetalon/Atelescope) where Aetalon and
Atelescope are the apertures of the etalon and telescope, respec-
tively. For Aetalon = 25 mm, Atelescope = 300 mm, ∆λ= 2 pm and
λ= 155 nm, the FOV is ∼4 arcmin and would allow the imag-
ing of over 73% of active regions on the sun (Tang et al. 1984).
The instrument concepts outlined here are based on having one
or two of the etalons tunable with an additional fixed-gap etalon.
The fixed-gap (static) etalon is used to isolate a single order of
the tunable etalon and is commensurate with a 3.5 nm VUV pre-
filter (see Hernandez 1986, Chap. 4, for discussion of multiple
etalon devices). This fixed-gap etalon acts to span the spectral
blocking requirements between the narrower VUV filter in the
155 nm range and the FS R of the double configuration. The
double (or triple) configuration is designed to give a bandpass
of 10 pm (or 2 pm) and maximize the suppression of intensity
coming from the continuum in the region. Our design focuses
on the CIV TR line, which, fortunately, has the molecular flu-
oride (F2) laser line of 157 nm nearby which can be used for
profiling and aligning the filter in the laboratory. The general
VUV technology discussed here can be extended to allow FPIs
to be built at the other important solar lines in the VUV (e.g.,
OV 137 nm, OIV 140 nm, & HeII 164 nm) for extended studies
of fine structuresdynamics, density, and temperature.

2. Theory and design

A Fabry-Perot narrow passband filter offers the advantage in
that the observer can choose distinct spectral modes depend-
ing on what is desired: (i) a rapid-cadence Dopplergraphy, (ii)
seven-step filter magnetography, or (iii) full spectral profiling.
For spectral polarimetry, the central challenge for a FPI is to
acquire the precise Stokes profile in a time that does not ex-
ceed the evolutionary timescale of the solar features on mini-
mum angular scales of the instrument (Gary et al. 2006). For
the dual etalon system, 5 spectral samples are sufficient to pro-
vide Dopplergrams. For the triple etalon system, ∼15 samples
across the spectral line will provide sufficient details of the line
profile. A FPI offers the advantage of avoiding spatial rastering,
with the disadvantage of spectral tuning; but the higher through-
put and resultant faster cadence, coupled with post-focal image
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techniques more than compensate for this disadvantage (Gary
et al. 2003). Furthermore, the major advantage for a FPI in a
spaceflight instrument, as compared with a grating spectrome-
ter, is in compact volume (∼4X). The other advantages are dual
functionality of observing modes, simplicity of design, use of
fast and accurate piezoelectric tuning, and high étendue, and rel-
ative polarization insensitivity.

Our efforts on a VUV etalon system have been an outgrowth
of a MSFC program to build a sounding-rocket VUV spectro-
graph (i.e., the Solar Ultraviolet Magnetograph Investigation –
SUMI). Under this research, a scanning VUV interferometer
was manufactured with improved Π-coatings, capacitance sta-
bilized controllers, and the special Hansen mechanical mount
technology (Remote Sensor Concepts, MD and Hovemere Ltd.,
UK). Two pairs of λ/200 MgF2 plates were produced under
this study. The first pair was coated with a CIV reflective coat-
ing (by M. Zukic/Cascade Optical Corporation) and overcoated
with Al/Ag to allow a visible test of the final plate flatness for
coating effects (plate warping). Through the Galaxy Evolution
Explorer (GALEX) mission’s VUV coatings (135–175 nm),
Cascade gained unique experience on coatings at λ ∼ 155 nm
to produce better higher-reflectance, lower-absorption coatings
(Jelinsky 2003). Having verified that the coating had no effect
on the flatness in the visible, the second pair of plates was
coated by Cascade and assembled by Hovemere into a tunable
VUV etalon system (etalons, mechanical mount, temperature-
controlled housing, and capacitance-stabilized control system).
The final assembly was tested in the visible at Hovemere and
MSFC, and was tested in the VUV with the 157 nm F2 laser at
the University of Toronto. The details of these tests will be given
later in the paper.

2.1. Design considerations

The present section establishes the constraints on the design
of the VUV FPI and presents the design specifications for a
complete Fabry-Perot filter system. A Fabry-Perot spectral fil-
ter system provides (1) the required spectral resolution for high-
resolution filter spectral imaging; (2) the high etendue (light
throughput) to obtain a sufficient number of spectral samples
within the appropriate time periods (i.e., a solar oscillation, a
wave period, or the time for motion across a resolution ele-
ment), and to obtain the required magnetic sensitivity within the
timescale of changing solar features; (3) a mechanically and op-
tically simpler design compared to a spectrograph; (4) the rapid,
adjustable non-sequential tuning between wavelengths that is
required for finding the spectral line center and for adjusting
the wavelength setting for Doppler-induced shifts, and (5) spec-
troscopy for 5–20+ position Stokes line profiles. We will now
consider the components of the specific design rationale: spec-
tral resolution, spectral purity, etendue, spectral range, optical
configuration, finesse, and blocking filters.

2.1.1. Spectral resolution

The VUV FPI is designed for high spectral resolution in order
to reconstruct an acceptable line profile. To resolve a spectral
line with half width of δλs = 35 pm, a spectral resolution of
∆λ ∼ 5 pm is required for ∼15 points across the line profile.
For typical TR flows of V ∼ 1 km s−1, the Doppler shift of
the line center is only ∆λ = λ V/c = 0.5 pm. Moreover, the
overall spectral resolution obtained depends upon the dynamics
of the solar image (rate of scene changes), the Poisson statis-

tics of the measurements (throughput at line depth), and the total
time required to obtain the spectral profile (SNR and stepping
intervals). Assuming Gaussian shaped line profiles and Possion
statistics for the detector, and using 15 points, the uncertainty
in the Doppler shift can be estimated by δ∆λv = δλs/(S/N).
Assuming δλs = 35 pm for CIV and a signal to noise ratio is
(S/N) = 103, the error in the doppler shift is δ∆λv = 0.035 pm
(Hagyard, Gary, & West 1988). This uncertainty in the Doppler
shift represents an uncertainty in the velocity of ∼7 m s−1.
Theoretical modeling of down flows, flux tubes, and Evershed
flows can show strong variations and asymmetries in the Stokes
profiles (Borrero et al. 2004). High quality spatio-spectral obser-
vations can resolve and test these physical models. However, the
spectral resolution of ∼10 pm is sufficient to detect the general
line-profile shape observed in the spectra, and the wavelength
sampling can be dense enough to determine line center. A min-
imum of five steps across the spectral line is needed. For detail
line profile asymmetries at λ = 155 nm, spectral resolution of
∆λ/λ ∼ 1.29 × 10−5 is required which gives ∆λ = 2 pm or 18
steps interval across the profile. Gary et al. (2006) give a discus-
sion of the CIV radiometry and polarimetry needed for inverting
the Stokes CIV line profiles.

The spectral resolution (i.e. 1/resolving power) depends pri-
marily on the finesse for a single etalon, or the free spectral
range for a multiple etalon system (Hernandez 1986; Vaughan
1989). For a single etalon system, the spectral resolution is ap-
proximately ∆λ/λ ∼ λ/(F 2 d), where F is the finesse and d is
the etalon gap distance. For a d ∼ 0.2 mm and λ = 155 nm,
then ∆λ/λ ∼ 3.9 × 10−4/F; hence, to obtain the 10 pm spec-
tral resolution, the finesse must be F = 6. However the FS R
for a single etalon is then FS R = 60 pm. For a spectral res-
olution of ∆λ ∼ 2 pm and for a finesse of F = 8.6, we need
a larger gap (d ∼ 1 mm) which gives a smaller free spectral
range (FS R = 12 pm). Because of the impossibility of manu-
facturing a compatible interference prefilter for a single etalon
to isolate a single order, multiple etalons systems must be em-
ployed. For a multiple etalon system the spectral resolution is
given by∆λ/λ ∼ FS Rmin/(Fλ) where the minimum FSR of the set
of etalons is used to determine the resolution. The effective free
spectral range of the multi-etalons in combination, however, can
be 10–100 times greater, and compatible with VUV prefilters.
For multiple etalons, the effective free spectral range of the sys-
tem is determined by the set of incommensurable etalon spac-
ings; however, the etalon with the minimum FSR sets the pass-
band. Then for F = 6, we cannot obtain a passband of 10 pm
and must employ a multiple etalon system.

2.1.2. Spectral purity

For a single, vacuum-gap (n = 1) etalon, the Fabry-Perot pro-
file is given by an Airy function and requires a narrow block-
ing system because of the multiple orders (transmission peaks).
Assuming perfect flatness and an incident angle of θ = 0 degrees
for the collimated beam, the Airy function for a single etalon
transmission profile is given by,

T =
(
Ω2/(1 − R)2

)
/
[
1 +
{
4R sin2(2πnd cos(θ)/λ)

}
/(1 − R)2

]

where R is the reflectance, L is the loss of the etalon coating,
Ω (=1 − R + L) is the intensity transmission coefficient for the
coating (Hernandez 1986; Vaughan 1989). The spectral order, m,
of a single transmission peak is given by the integer value of 2 n
d cos(θ)/λ). For low losses, then Ω ∼ 1 − R, yeilding

T = (1 − R)2
[
1 − 2R cos(4π n d cos(θ)/λ) + R2

]−1
.
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Fig. 7. Plot of the dual (10 pm, upper panel) and triple (2 pm, lower
panel) interferometer transmission profiles (thick line) along with the
normalized CIV resonance emission lines at 154.82 and 155.08 nm (thin
line). The contamination from the off-band peaks does not affect signi-
ficiantly the spectral resolution of the CIV lines because of their shifted
location and low transmission and because of the weak strength of VUV
continuum.

For a perfect etalon the transmission is Tmax = 1 compared to
the value of Tmax ∼ (1 − L/(1 − R))2 for reflections with absorp-
tion which are dependent on the loss (L) of the optical coating
(Vaughan 1989). For a single Fabry-Perot etalon, the minimum
transmission Tmin = (1 − R)2/(1 + R)2 is determined by the re-
flectance (R) of the coatings of the etalon. For example a single
etalon with effective reflectance of R = 0.77 (and assuming in-
finite defect finesse) will have a minimum transmittance of 10−2

with respect to the maximum transmittance. The total spectral
profile response of a multi-system is determined by the product
of the combined etalon profiles. For two identical etalons with
R = 0.77 the minimum transmittance of 10−4 with respect to the
maximum transmittance. Tuning the ratio of finesse, the gap dis-
tance, and the free spectral range of the individual etalons can
optimize the spectral purity, out-of-band rejection and contribu-
tion of parasitic orders. Multiple etalon systems have superior
out-of-band rejection due to placement of the separate etalon
minimums. The transmission of the strongest off-band peaks and
the total integrated off-band transmission sets the interferometer
specifications for spectral purity. The process involves a trade-
off between the number of etalons and blocking filters. The spe-
cific blocking filter characteristics must be enumerated (number,
size, types, transmission, and deposition method) to provide the
match with the etalons and the physical observations that are to
be performed.

Figure 7 shows the resulting transmission profile for both a
double and triple etalon system. Superimposed are the dual res-
onance lines of CIV. It is seen that the double etalon design has
higher secondary peaks but since these are outside the CIV line
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Fig. 8. A schematic of the proposed VUV dual and triple etalon FPI
system showing the elements of the system: (HRI), HRI, LRI, and the
prefilter. A third etalon (HRI), at the top of the figure, would provide
for higher spectral resolution.

profile these parasitic contributions are small. The double etalon
system has a broader FWHM since the effective free spectral
range must be commensurate with the passband of the prefilter.
To improve the passband from 10 pm to 2 pm, an additional tun-
able etalon is employed and the parasitic contribution is further
diminished.

2.1.3. Etendue and finesse

For spectroscopic and polarimetric measurements of rapidly
changing physical conditions in the solar atmosphere, the
etendue or optical throughput per unit solid angle is a critical de-
sign item for the multi-etalon systems. For a single FPI the trans-
mittance is related to the overall finesse and the absorption in
the cavity (imperfections and optical absorption). The transmit-
tance goal of the VUV FPI is greater than 50%. Since for a sin-
gle etalon the maximum and minimum transmittances are func-
tions of the coating reflectivity and losses, the coatings across
the operational wavelengths must be specified and compatible
with the overall finesse of the etalons. For lower R (which means
lower finesse), Tmax increases and provides for higher through-
put. Hence, a lower finesse is desirable for maximum etendue.

In Fig. 9, for defect-free etalons, the inverse contrast ra-
tio Imin/Imax, the maximum transmittance Tmax, and the recip-
rocal of the reflectance finesse 1/FR is plotted as a function
of the etalon coating reflectivity R. We want Imin/Imax to be as
small as possible with Tmax as large as possible to reduce para-
sitic noise and maximize throughput. The reflectance finesse FR
should also be equal to the defect finesse FD. For the selected re-
flectance of R = 0.77, the resulting transmittance is Tmax = 0.76
and Imin/Imax = 0.017.

Because of the etalon surface defects, the actual maximum
transmission is dependent on the ratio of the effective finesse
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Fig. 9. The variation of Imin/Imax (solid, lower line), maximum trans-
mittance Tmax (dashed upper line, A = 0.03) and reciprocal reflectance
finesse FR (dash-dotted, middle line) vs. the reflectance of the etalon
coatings R. The vertical line is at 77% reflectance optimizing for
Min(Imin/Imax) and Max(Tmax).
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Fig. 10. The reflectance (R), transmittance (T ) and absorptance (A, loss)
of the Π-multilayer optimized for the mirror coating of the Fabry-Perot
etalon operating at ∼155 nm. The multilayer has a peak reflectance of
91.2% at 155 nm. At the same wavelength the multilayer has 5.3%
transmittance and 3.5% absorptance (M. Zukic 1999, private commu-
nication). This coating will be re-optimize for the static LRI to improve
the reflectance to 94.7%.

and the reflective finesse. Reduction of Tmax is given by FE/FR
(McKay 1999). The effective finesse can be estimated by FE =
[F−2

R + F−2
D ]−1/2. Furthermore, the defect finesse can be approx-

imated by FD = λ/[4δ2
s + 22δ2

rms + 3δ2
p]1/2 where δs is the etalon

plate spherical deviation from a plane, δrms is the plate rms sur-
face roughness, and δp is the plate deviation from true paral-
lelism. The root-mean-square defect finesse is generated by sur-
face roughness (irregularities and micro-defects), which are as-
sumed to follow a Gaussian distribution. The parallel finesse is
easily achieved by piezoelectric feedback drivers. Hicks et al.
(1981) developed a control system that maintains plate paral-
lelism and control spacing to an accuracy better than λ/10 000.
Therefore the main concern on the etalon optical quality is in-
duced or manufactured warping of the etalon plates. The esti-
mated values of the coefficients are δs = 4 nm, δrms = 3 nm,
δp = 0 nm (McKay 1999), Hence, the defect finesse for λ = 155
is FD ∼ 13 and since FE/FR = 1/[1 + F2

R/F
2
D]1/2 , this implies

FR < FD = 13, to insure that the reduction of the maximum
transmission is less than FE/FR > 0.71. For R = 0.77, the con-

Fig. 11. Interferometry of the 35 mm MgF2 etalon plates for the VUV
Fabry-Perot System with flatness >λ/150 at 633 nm which is λ/37 at
155 nm. The first set of the plates were used to verify the Π-coatings
and the second set of plates is in the CIV HRI.

dition FR < FD is satisfied since FR = πR1/2/(1 − R) = 12.
The effective finesse is then FE = [F−2

R + F−2
D ]−1/2 = 8.8

and giving an effective reflectivity of RE = 0.70. The ratio
G of the maximum transmission to the mean transmission can
be approximated by a function of the effective finesse G ∼ 2
FE/π = 5.5. (McKay 1999). The reduced maximum transmis-
sion is Tmax = 0.53, within our goal. The reduced contrast ratio
is Imin/ Imax = (1 − RE)2/(1 + RE)2 = 0.031. Hence, each etalon
will have a flatness of λ/200 at λ = 632.8 nm (HeNe laser) be-
fore coating, and a broadband coating with >70–90% reflectance
at 155 ± 5 nm.

The gap distance is the next parameter to be considered. For
a peak transmission at wavelength λ, the Airy function gives
the etalon gap distance of d = λ m/2n (Atherton et al. 1981).
For a small change in wavelength ελ, the gap distance must be
changed by δd = (ελ/λ)d. For a fixed gap distance, the spec-
tral distance between the adjacent transmissions orders, i.e., the
free spectral range, is FS R = λ2/2 n d. For a given order (m)
and FS R = 60 pm, the move to the next transmission peak
at 155 nm, i.e., the next order, the gap of d must be moved
δd1 = (FS R/λ)d ∼ 0.39 × 10−3 d. Typically for etalons, the
gap distance is d = 200 µm and as a result, the piezoelectric
stacks must give a tuning range of ∆dg ∼ γ77 nm, where γ is the
number of free spectral ranges to be scanned. The number γ155
(i.e., γ at λ = 155 nm) must allow wo orders in the visible and
to allow the determination of the FS R. For FS R ∼ 60 pm, the
spectral resolution is δλ = γ FS R/212 = 0.3 pm (e.g. at 155 nm,
the equivalent Doppler shift is 0.6 km s−1). The large number
(6) for γ155 is selected to allow the number of free spectral or-
ders scanned to be ∼2 at the HeNe laser line, 632.8 nm, for test-
ing in the visible. Optical tuning requirements are determined
by the need of almost instantaneous stepping to avoid loss of
photons and stability of performance. The other factors affecting
the tuning are (i) acquisition speed, (ii) stability and control, (iii)
repeatability, (iv) PZT feedback systems, (v) thermal compensa-
tion, (vi) laser control feedback systems, and (vii) correction of
induced temperature and pressure variations within the etalon.
The maintenance and tuning of the plate parallelism is solved by
capacitance stabilization and piezoelectric driving stacks (Hicks
et al. 1984).

As we have discussed, the design of a single etalon system
needs to have a large separation between orders to allow block-
ing filters to isolate a particular order for spectral analysis. This
requires a high finesse. For dual or triple systems much lower
finesse per etalon can be employed. In practice these finesse val-
ues for tunable etalons are typically 20–70 in the visible but in
the VUV the finesse values are 5–10. (A finesse value of ∼50 can
be assumed as a limiting upper value for etalons, assuming im-
proved technology with δrms ≤ 0.3 nm. For the fixed-gap etalon,
the plate flatness and parallelism should be controlled thermally,
in order to achieve an effective finesse of ∼50 for the fixed-gap
etalon.) For a 10 pm FWHM, the FS R is ∼60 pm, which implies
multiple etalon systems in order to have a larger effective FS R;
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Fig. 12. The Cascade VUV etalon Π-coating spectral profile for the
scanning FPI with reflectance at 77% for CIV (155 nm). The vertical
wavelength lines for CIV at 155 nm and for the F2 laser line at 157 nm
are shown. The peak reflectance is R = 0.77 with corresponding re-
flectance finesse of FR = πR1/2/(1−R) = 12. At the laser line (157 nm),
the reflectance is R = 0.74 and FR = 10.4.

Fig. 13. Close-up of the VUV FPI etalon assembly with the housing
removed. Shown are two of the three curved cantilever springs with the
piezoelectric stack beneath. In the center are the MgF2 etalon with the
VUV coatings and, hence, clear in the visible. At the top between the
two springs are two capacitance bridges and one reference bridge.

since, these designs are limited by commerical VUV interfer-
ence filters which have a passband of ≥10 nm.

To insure minimum wavefront distortion after mounting,
i.e., minimum mirror wrapping due to mechanical forces, our
approach for the mechanical mount is the Hansen mounting
(Killeen et al. 1982). This mounting is necessary for orbital ob-
servatories since the etalon must be firmly held in place during
launch (Figs. 13 and 14). The mount uses a set of longitudinal
cantilevered beam springs that are matched to the elastic proper-
ties of the etalon spacers. Such a mount provides the necessary
stability of the deformation finesse and are standard products of
Hovemere.

2.1.4. Spectral range

The wavelength coverage of the VUV FPI must be ∼0.2 nm
(Figs. 2 and 7) to be able to observe both lines of CIV. The CIV
(154.82, 155.08) emission in the logarithmic middle of the tran-
sition region (Fig. 3) is a measure of the heating and dynam-
ics affecting the corona above. Furthermore in order to test the

Table 2. Design Parameters for the VUV 10 pm interferometer.

Operating wavelength: λ = 155 nm
Clear aperture : 25 mm
Coating reflectance: 0.79
Effective reflectance: 0.65
Reflective finesse: FR = 7
Defect finesse: 13
Total finesse: 6
Optical gap: d = 200 mm
Free spectral range: 60 pm
Passband width: 10 pm

etalon, the reflectance coatings should allow the etalon to scan
the molecular F2 laser line at 157 nm. Therefore, the spectral
coverage should be ∼3 nm but limited to this range to allow the
spectral passband to perform as a prefilter of parasitic light.

2.1.5. Optical configuration and aperture

Assuming paraxial ray tracing, the Lagrange optical invariant
(the product of the beam aperture and the angle of the oblique
chief ray) determines the maximum incident angle of the beam
in the interferometer gap (n = 1) (Smith 1990). This statement is
true for both collimated and telecentric beams assuming that the
FPIs are at the position of minimum beam size. For observing
typical active regions, the field of view should be FOV∼3 ar-
cmin. For a 300 mm telescope aperture (typical sounding rocket
apertures) and a half-diagonal FOV1/2 of 1.5 arcmin, the maxi-
mum incident angle in a 25 mm etalon is some 12 times larger, or
α ∼ 0.3 degree. For an etalon mounted in a collimated beam, the
wavelength shift through the etalon is ∆sλ = α

2 λ/2 ∼ 2.1 pm
at λ = 155.0 nm. For a telecentric configuration, the effective
passband is

FWHMeff =
[
(FWHM)2 + (α2λ/2)2

]1/2
.

In a telecentric-mounted configuration, the FWHM of the etalon
will be approached by the system only if ∆sλ is on the or-
der of FWHM. For a 2 pm passband, this would require an
etalon aperture of 25 mm for a full 3-arcmin FOV. The effec-
tive passband width would be 2.8 pm for a telecentric beam.
A collimated system FWHMeff = 2 pm width (with a wave-
length variation across the field of view) or a telecentric system
FWHMeff = 2.8 pm (in which etalon artifacts have larger effects
on the final image quality and which broadens the passband) can
be considered. However for a 10 pm filter, etalon passband is
FWHMeff = 10.2 pm, hence a FOV of ∼4 arcmin can be consid-
ered for this larger passband.

The telecentric configuration avoids the strong variation of
wavelength across the FOV of a collimated beam design. A
negative aspect of a telecentric configuration is that it pro-
duces a slight pupil apodization as a function of wavelength
(the Beckers effect, von der Lühe & Kentischer 2000). The
spectral passband change across the etalon pupil causes a Point
Spread Function (PSF) variation (dependent on the etalon tun-
ing), which leads to Doppler velocity errors for solar spectral
lines. In an F/256 configuration the velocity errors were calcu-
lated to be less than 10 m s−1. For large F-number configura-
tions, the analysis implies that a telecentric beam can be used
with a minimum pupil apodization effect. Furthermore, the anal-
ysis by Scharmer (2005) shows that the phase errors introduced
by a slower telecentric system can be largely compensated by
refocusing. Scharmer points out that the effects of inhomogene-
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Fig. 14. Schematic of the piezoelectric-tunable, capacitance-stabilized
VUV FP etalon. Each piezoelectric driver is matched with a capacitor
made of metallized Zerodur post providing electronic tuning of the op-
tical gap. The MgF2 etalon plates are cemented to mounting plates that
are held by a Hansen cantilever beam. The MgF2 housing window holds
a pure N2 atmosphere for transmittance at 155 nm. The reflectance Π-
coatings cover 30 mm area centered on the etalons. The annular holes
in the glass mounting plates are 35 mm diameter.

ity in the optical cavity must be considered in the analysis and
the ratio of the gap cavities and the reflectance are important.
Scharmer (2005) concludes that the telecentric configuration is
the preferred configuration for high-imaging quality.

Multiple reflections within a system of etalons produce ghost
images which can be a problem. Methods to ameliorate the
ghost images can be found in literature (e.g., Scharmer 2006;
Tritschler et al. 2002; McKay 1999; Kentischer et al. 1998).
These methods include: (1) tilting the elations slightly and
adding a wedge angle to the exterior etalon surfaces, (2) adding
an adsorption plate between etalon pairs, (3) employ telecen-
tric configurations so the ghost image are far out of focus, and
(4) adding antireflection coatings. Cascades Optical Corporation
has developed a antireflection coating of MgF2 and LaF3 that
reduces the reflection to a few tenths of percent (R < 0.005). If
the incident beam is polarized, then using one 45-degree prefilter
mirror between each etalon pair followed by MgF2 quarter wave-
plate, the inter-etalon reflections could be reduced. The success
of these various options will be experimentally investigated and
reported in a later paper.

2.1.6. Blocking filters – prefilters

In designing the VUV FPI for operation, a prefilter (or blocking
filter) is necessary to insure the elimination of the parasitic or-
ders of the multiple etalons, since a single dielectric filter cannot
be made to have the passband and transmission requirements.
Typical commercial filters in the 155 nm range have a trans-
mission of 5% and a bandpass of 10 nm. However, a set of
mirrors with dielectric Π-coatings provides an acceptable pre-
filter. A system of four mirrors with VUV dielectric is shown in
Fig. 8. The blocking filter system is consistent with the follow-
ing requirements: (a) to obtain the Zeeman sensitive CIV lines
at 154.82 and 155.08 and the laboratory surrogate F2 line; (b)
to have a filter transmittance of >80% (i.e., total 4-mirror re-
flectance of >80%) and off-band transmittance of ∼10−5; (c) to
have an effective full width at half maximum (FWHM) of ∼3 nm
(to optimize the etalon trade-offs); (d) to operate with a tele-
scope which has a half-diagonal FOV1/2 of 3–4 arcmin (allowing
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Fig. 15. Schematic of the test setup for the VUV FPI for supplying a
collimated beam using either the pinholes or removing the pinholes and
using the slowly diverging laser beam. An aperture stop, in front of the
FPI, determines the beam size through the etalon.

50–75% of all solar active regions to fit within the FOV)(Tang
et al. 1984); (e) to operate with a 300 mm telescope aperture; and
(f.) to operate in a beam so that the spectral tuning and transmis-
sion profile are uniform over the field of view.

The VUV, dielectric-high-reflectance (DHR) prefilter is
based on the work of M. Zukic where each mirror is a Π-
multilayer. In this approach, the light is reflected from each high-
low refractive layer pair in phase as compared to quarter-wave
stacks in which each layer is reflected in phase (Zukic & Torr
1995). Each element is, typically, 25 dielectric multilayer stacks
of LiF3 (high) and MgF2 (low). The wavelengths long of the
region of interest are primarily absorbed or transmitted by the
materials in the dielectric stack. The wavelengths short of the
region of interest are primarily absorbed by the substrate on the
reflective elements. However, there is a limited number of ma-
terials that are transmitting (small extinction coefficient) in this
region, and, of those transmitting materials many become less
transparent in orbit due to solarization or radiation (Zukic et al.
(1990a,b) and Keffer et al. (1994). Detailed prefilter designs have
been given by Zukic et al. (1993).

Figure 19 shows the Ultraviolet Imager spectral transmis-
sion which used reflections from three mirrors. A four-mirror
CIV prefilter could be similar but with improve peak transmis-
sion. The four mirrors would be employed such that the two re-
flecting planes of a mirror pair are titled orthognal to the other
mirror pair. This arrangement (illustrated in Fig. 8) provides a
linear-polarization free optical arrangement since both the s and
p-components are reduced equally as prescribed by the Fresnel
equations.

3. Development and construction

This section will discuss our development and construction of
a CIV interferometer and cover (i) the VUV dielectric coatings
and film-induced stress on the etalon plates, (ii) the fixed-gap
etalon to evaluate the plates and coatings, (iv) the construction
of the PZT tunable etalon, (iv) the control system, and (v) visi-
ble light test. The final verification and results are discussed in
Sect. 4.

3.1. Etalon plates

At 155 nm there are three transmitting substances for the etalon
plates: calcium fluoride, lithium fluoride and magnesium fluo-
ride. Following the Wüsler et al. (2000) study, we selected crys-
talline MgF2 since it has been polished successfully and has
less hydroscopicity than LiF3 and are much less sensitive to
shock than CaF2. Within the 155 nm range, MgF2 shows no in-
duced optical degradation when irradiated with a beam simulat-
ing a high-energy space environment (i.e., 1014 e/cm2 at 2 Mev)
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(Heath & Sacher 1966); whereas LiF shows strong optical degra-
dations. The internal transmission of MgF2 at 155 nm is excel-
lent, with typical transmittance of T > 80−50% for 2–50 mm
thicknesses; the main loss is surface reflections. Magnesium flu-
oride is a birefringent optical crystal and any polarized beam
should be aligned along the optical axis to avoid birefringent ef-
fects. The windows of the interferometer N2 housing are also
MgF2 and were cut so that the C-axis was perpendicular to the
polished surface. The polishing of MgF2 plates to a plate fi-
nesse of better than 25 in the VUV was achieved (cf., Thorne &
Howells 1998). ICOS polished two pairs of MgF2 etalon plates
to a curvature of less than λ/150 at λ = 633 nm (Fig. 11).

3.2. Dielectric Etalon Coatings

The two viable coatings for the VUV etalon are (i) metallic film
with MgF2 overcoat and (ii) an all dielectric multi-layer stack
(Bruner et al. 1997). The aluminum coatings with a magnesium
fluoride overcoat have the advantages of very low stress for the
two soft layers, provide broad-band reflectance, and have a short
coating time which reduces the final cost of the coatings. Their
disadvantages are the difficulty of reproducibility due to Al2O3
developing on the exposed boundary during coating, variations
in reflectivity and absorption, and the extreme handling care to
avoid damaging the soft surfaces. The best performance for alu-
minum is a reflectance of R = 0.73 and a loss of L = 0.08.

The second and better alternative is our design choice of
an all dielectric stack with the advantages of durable, high re-
flectance coatings. Their absorptances are a third of that of
aluminum and improves Tmax by ∼2 fold. The resulting trans-
mission profile (Fig. 12) provides a broad passband prefilter
(∼20 nm). The dielectric coating disadvantages are i) they re-
quire a minimum of ∼25 coating runs and hence are higher cost
coatings; ii) they must employ low-stress ion deposition coat-
ings, and iii) need to employΠ-filter technology to minimize the
absorption.

The coatings that were used on the etalons are Π-multilayers
of high-low (LiF3-MgF2) refractive layer pairs (Zukic et al.
1993). The Π-filters improve the reflectivity and lower the ab-
sorption by decreasing the relative thickness of the higher in-
dex layer while retaining each high-low optical stack thickness
to λ/2 (Zukic & Torr 1990, 1995). Because of the increased re-
flectivity, the number of Π-stacks is less and the absorption fur-
ther reduced. Decreasing the LiF3/MgF2 paires allows lower ab-
sorptance, and the ion deposition provides low stress coatings.
This makes use of the 10−4 value of the MgF2 extinction coeffi-
cient in the VUV (Zukic 1990a). The coating requirements were
R = 0.77 ± 0.03 at 153–157 nm. The final test showed that the
reflectance was within ±0.01 of 0.77. A series of coating models
were run to optimize the absorptance, transmittance, bandpass,
and layers. The reflectance decreases with the H/L-ratio and the
passband increases with H/L ratio. The maximum reflectance
and passband increases with the number of layers in the coatings
(Zukic & Torr 1995). The resulting H/L-ratio was ∼1/4, with the
optical thickness H = λ/10 for LiF3 and L = 4λ/10 for MgF2.
The 25 layer Π-coating design was optimized with absorptance
of L = 0.008.

3.2.1. Film-induced stress

Dielectric interference coatings can impose substantial stress on
Fabry-Perot etalon plates from differential thermal expansions
of the coating deposited at elevated temperatures. Although mir-
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Fig. 16. A simulated profile scan of the F2 laser lines over two or-
ders with etalon parameters: d = 200 um, R = 0.77, FS R = 61 pm,
FWHM = 5.1 pm, maximum displacement= 1.9 µm. and step resolu-
tion= 1/4096. IR is the relative F2 line intensity lines (Sansonetti et al.
2001). The three F2 lines, from different orders, appear in the same
FS R.

Table 3. Triple and dual-etalon and prefilter characteristics.

Scanning Scanning Static Prefilter
HRI HRI LRI 4-mirrors

Refractive Index 1.0 1.0 1.0
Aperture (mm) 35 35 35 35
Reflectance 0.790 0.790 0.947 0.950
Order 9001 2571 44
Gap distance (µm) 697 200 3.42
Coating finesse 13 13 59
FS R (nm) 0.017 0.60 3.43
FWHM (pm) 2 10 60 3500
Contrast ratio 73 73 1350

cocrystaline material structures might produce strains (Ristau
et al. 2000), the bulk thermal expansion coefficient of LiF3 and
MgF2 ∼ (1.4 × 10−5 K−1) are similar. Because stress can warp
the etalons and reduce the effective finesse, we evaluated the ion-
deposited Π-coatings by using a pair of identical MgF2 etalons.
We have confirmed the suitability of the coatings by showing
that the film stress is low. This was accomplished by coating a
pair of CIV etalons and then overcoating the elatons with with
Al/Ag, for higher reflectance in the visible. A fixed-gap Fabry-
Perot/Fizeau unit was then assembled and tested optically with a
HeNe laser interferometer.

3.3. Etalon assembly

The initial efforts has been to build and test a 10 pm scanning
HRI. The etalon uses MgF2 plates. Because of the difficulty of
providing anti-reflection (AR) coatings at 155 nm and possibly
stressing the plates, the plates were given no AR coatings. The
single etalon equations for the central wavelength λo, FS R, fi-
nesse , and passband (FWHM) used for the preliminary design
are given by: (i) λo = 155 nm, (ii) FS R = 60 pm, (iii) FR ≈ −π/
ln R = 11, and (iv) FWHM = FS R/FR = 7 pm, assuming no op-
tical defects (Vaughan 1989). The design parameters are shown
in Table 3 for a dual and triple etalon system.

The construction of this first tunable VUV etalon used an-
nular ring mounting plates of Schott K3 glass to hold the MgF2
etalon plates (Fig. 14). The MgF2 plates were cemented onto
angular rings of Schott K3 glass which was selected to match
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Fig. 17. The diode current of an 11 order scan of the interferometer
(Table 5, scan C). With the F2 laser at low pressure, this scan shows
the effect of the lower intensity laser lines. Curve fitting the total data
set results in a FS R = 0.062 nm, FHWM = 12.302 pm, and step
size= 0.430 nm. The upper insert plots the noise (thin) and the dif-
ference between the data and fitted curve (thick). The vertical lines at
∼1600 mark the FWHM spectral width and profile center; the vertical
line at ∼1700 marks the profile center of the next order.

the temperature coefficient of expansion of MgF2 (αMgF =

8.48−13.7 × 10−6/K and αK3 = 8.30 × 10−6/K). The mounting
plates allow a minimum thickness for the magnesium fluoride
etalons.

The K3 mounting plates are held by a modified Hansen
mount as improved by Hovemere Ltd. Each mounting plate is
cemented to pads on the cantilever Invar spring beam of split de-
sign (Killeen et al. 1982). The spring design allows adjustment
of tension to match the piezoelectric forces by adjusting the split
separation.

The piezoelectric stacks are PZT-8 (lead zirconate titanate).
The applied voltage is controlled by a capacitance stabilized con-
trol system such that each of the three piezoelectric stacks has a
pair of corresponding readout capacitance bridges and a refer-
ence bridge. A transformer ratio bridge and phase-sensitive de-
modulators provide the feedback system (cf., Jones & Richards
1973); this allows tilt and piston shift motion control of the
etalons by a LabView-based software control system. The PZTs
allow a variable range of the gap distance of 1.8 µm with 1/4098
digital resolution across or a spatial gap resoluton of 0.4 nm.

3.3.1. Visible light test

Although the reflectance in the visible is less than 2%, we were
able to perform tests of the etalon system using a stabilized
HeNe laser. For the HeNe laser, the VUV FPI observations for
a step range of 500–3000 is fitted with an Airy function (with
loss fixed at 0.03) by minimizing the OPD (gap distance), the
reflectivity, the step size scale, and the input amplitude using
a least squares (Powell) method. The time at each etalon po-
sition= 200 ms, hence the total scan time was ∼8 min. The
results were: the free spectral range FS R = 1.00 nm, OPD
d = 200.01019 microns, reflectance R = 1.219%, and distance
per step ∆d = 0.437 pm. Using the fitted function, the ratio of
Imax/Imin was 1.0458 which gives a reflectance R = 0.0112.
This visible light test allowed the parallelism parameters for the
PZT controllers to be determined.

Table 4. Diode cross-calibration data.

Diode D1 Diode D2 D1/D2
21.48 µA 22.04 µA 0.975
83.0 nA 83.3 nA 0.998

Average Ratio 0.986

4. Experiment and verification

4.1. Measurements

TheΠ-coatings peak wavelengths of the sample plates and trans-
mittance were measured at the the MSFC VUV spectrophoto-
metric test facility. This facility also measured the reflectance
of the test dielectric coatings and the MgF2 plates in the vac-
uum ultraviolet wavelength range. In order to minimize the ex-
posure of test optics to contamination, the spectrophotometric
system was maintained in a class 1000 clean room and in a
stainless steel vacuum chamber. A cryogenic hydrocarbon-free
pumping system was used to avoid contamination. The vacuum
system operated with a base pressure in the 10−7 torr range.
For the VUV measurements, a high-pressure arc discharge deu-
terium lamp was used as the source in the 115–370 nm range. A
0.2 m vacuum monochromator, with a concave holographic grat-
ing (1200 lines/mm) was the source to a 76.2 cm focal length col-
limating UV enhanced mirror system. This produced a 10.2 cm
monochromatic collimated incident beam for our test optics.

To test the etalon assembly HRI (10 pm), we have used the
spectral lines obtained from a molecular F2 eximer laser as a
surrogate for CIV. The 157 nm eximer (excited dimer) lasing
medium is an excited F2 diatomic molecule producing ultravi-
olet pulses. The etalon was scanned using the Lambda Physik
LPF220 molecular F2 eximer laser of the University of Toronto’s
nanofabrication facility in Ontario, Canada. The interferometer
was placed in the optical delivery chamber which consisted of
a 2.5 m-long positive-pressure box of N2. Molecular nitrogen
will transmit wavelengths longer than 145 nm, with the underly-
ing continuum cross section of less than 2 × 10−22 cm2 (Hudson
1971; Samson & Ederer 2000). The pulse laser beam has beam
divergence of 3 arcmin× 10 arcmin (or 1 mrad× 3 mrad) and has
a repetition rate of 1 to 100 Hz with energy per pulse of ∼25 mJ.
The principal F2 line has a 2 pm spectral width (FWHM) at He
pressure of ∼4 atm, the operating pressure of our measurements
(Hill et al. 1993). The relative intensity of the weaker F2 lines is
dependent on the pressure and pulse rate of the laser. The effec-
tive line finesse is at least greater than FL > 15 assuming that the
pressure is less than 8 atm. The angular finesse for a 10 arcmin
beam is the ratio of the FS R to the FWHM spread caused by
the beam divergence: Fα = FS R/(α2λ/2) ∼ λ/ndα2 > 200.
For the 1 mm pinhole, the divergence angle is much smaller
and is the pinhole aperture divided by twice the focal length at
λ = 155 nm of the collimation lens): α ∼ 1.0/(2.×207) = 1/414
rad= 0.002 arcmin. Hence either with the pinhole or the nor-
mal laser beam divergence, the finesse of the angular spread is
insignificant and the main broadening comes from the F2 line
width.

The schematic of the basic test setup for the measurements of
the VUV FPI in the nanofabrication facility is shown in Fig. 15.
The F2 laser beam was collimated with a 1 mm pinhole and lens
(ISP MgF2 plano-convex lens 250 mm focal length in the visi-
ble) and was also used with its normal divergence. The Si diodes
are Hamamatsu’s S8852 with a 10 × 10 mm active surface area
with a measured quantum efficiency of QE∼ 0.80 at 155.0 nm
and QE∼ 0.90 at 157.6 nm (Vest 2004). The diodes have a typ-
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Fig. 18. The results of a 3 order scan of the 157 nm laser (scan A1). A
curve of the scan and offset plots of the residual and reference beam are
show. Curves in amps with solid line as observed with diode detector us-
ing an optical collimated configuration. The thinner curve is derived by
fitting the observations with an Airy function with Loss fixed at 0.045
and minimizing OPD (gap distance), reflectivity, step size scale, and
input amplitude via a least squares (Powell) method.

ical rise time of 9 µs and 0.11nA dark current. The diodes were
connected to picoammeters (Keithly picoammeter KE6485 for
detector D1 and KE6487 for detector D2) for a synchronized
record of the two intensities. The detector diode (D1) (on the left
of Fig. 15) records the variation of the incident intensity. The de-
tector (D2) recorded the integrated transmittance of the parallel
throughput of the etalon. Between the collimating lens (L1) and
the entrance window of the interferometer various aperture win-
dows were inserted. The etalon was modulated by the Hovemere
capacitance-stablized etalon controller (CSE) which handled the
etalon parallelism and sequencing of the etalon position. The se-
quencing controlled the starting step position, number of steps,
the stepping size (typ. 2 pm), and dwell time (typ. 200 ms). The
dwell time was set to acquire a measurement and read the data.
The overall control system was PC based and programmed un-
der LabView with USB/GBIP interfaces to the picoameters and a
USB/RS232 interface to the CSE controller. An external trigger
was supplied by the controller to initiate simultaneous 10 multi-
ple readings of the picoammeters.

4.2. Measured etalon parameters

Assuming perfect flatness and normal incident, the interferome-
ter intensity for the triplet F2 laser lines is the incident intensity
I0 times the sum of the Airy transmission functions for a colli-
mated beam plus dark current/background term Idk. As a func-
tion of the CSE etalon steps, s, the modulated intensity is:

I(s) = I0

3∑
i=1

[
Ti

(
(1 − R + L)2/(1 − R)2

)

× [1 +
{
4R sin2(2πnd(s)/λi)

}
/(1 − R)2]−1

]
+ Idk.

The least squares difference between the data and this func-
tion is minimized using a Powell conjugate gradient method
to derive gap distance, d, reflectance R, and distance per
step ∆d = 0.437 pm, where the OPD gap distance is
given as d = do + ∆d s. The (λi, Ti) values were
[(157.63094,1.00), (157.52443,0.20),(157.40231,0.07)]. For the
F2 laser, the weaker two wavelengths are offset from the
strongest line by 106.61 pm and 228.63 pm which are greater
than the FS R, and hence appear in different orders (see Fig. 16).
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Fig. 19. VUV transmission spectrum of the UVI tri-filter yeilding a peak
at 151 nm with a 7.5 nm FWHM passband. The prefilter coatings will
improve on the UVI profile by an additional reflection and optimization
of the individual coating peak transmission. The transmittance is the
product of three mirror reflections.

The Ti values are adjusted for various pressure settings and ca-
dences of the F2 laser (see Figs. 17 and 18).

The etalon scans were performed and recorded by a LabView
program. The F2 laser pulse rate was 1, 10, or 100 Hz with the
laser voltages set at 26 kV, 24 kV, and 24 kV, respectively. At
the higher two cadences and lower voltage, the two parasitic F2
emissions were effectively absent (cf. Fig. 18). In Table 5, the
scans A and B were obtained with a cadence of 100 Hz with
pinholes removed, and scan C was obtained at 10 Hz with one
pinhole being used. In Table 5 where there are two entries for
scans A and B, we have assumed two different spectral widths
for the F2 laser (FWHM = 10 and (30) pm). This provides a
slight change of 0.7 in the final finesse. Scans A and B are over
three orders while scan C is over 6 orders with a higher laser gas
pressure. The calculated loss is L = 0.048. In Table 6, we have
assumed the laser width of 30 pm, giving the final total finesse
of 5.95.

The derived finesse must be corrected for the angular finesse
Fα and for the laser line finesse FL, however, these are Fα > 100
and FL > 15−0 and do not significantly affect the final finesse.
In Table 5 the measured values of the etalon are shown with the
correction of the line width of the laser beam assuming both a
15 and 30 pm line width (Hill et al. 1993). Because of slight dif-
ferences in the coating reflectivity, a finesse correction for wave-
length difference is also included by assuming that the defect
finesse is constant and only the reflectivity finesse changes.

4.3. Interferometer transmittance

To obtain the interferometer transmittance of the etalon plates a
number of operations were needed. First, with a 1 mm beam, the
total transmittance of the interferometer with its two entrance
windows was measured by placing a photodiode (D1) behind
the collimating lens and then removing it and recording across 2
FS R spectral range with the main photodiode (D2), located af-
ter the de-collimating lens. Both diodes captured the total beam
intensity. The ratio of the input intensity (Iinput), (the intensity
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in front of the interferometer), to the output intensity (Ioutput),
(the maximum peak intensity behind the interferometer and the
decollimating lens) was Iinput/Ioutput = 0.12. Second, the cali-
bration factor between the two photodiodes was applied. The
diode calibration was preformed by having both diodes view the
same uniformly illumated source surface. The results from the
two illumination levels for the cross calibration was determined
(Table 4). Third, because of the microroughness of typical MgF2
interfaces, the main loss of MgF2 elements occurs at the sur-
faces and this needs to be corrected. The 155 nm data of West
(2004, Fig. 8) for two thicknesses of MgF2 provide the correc-
tion. A thin (2.5 mm) doubled-surface optical element had a loss
of 75% while a thick (50 mm) four surface had a loss of 58%. For
the MgF2 elements, the transmission is written as T = T 2

s (1−Th·
thickness), i.e. a product of the surface transmission T2

s and the
internal transmission (1 − Th· thickness). Hence the absorption
per unit length is Th = 1.75×10−3 mm−1 and the loss per surface
is Ts = .885. Hence surface effects dominate the transmission
loss. The center thickness of the collimating lens is 5.9 mm, the
etalons are each 12 mm thick, and the windows are each 7 mm
thick. This gives a total path length of 43.9 mm of MgF2 re-
sulting in an internal absorption of 7.6%. The total percent loss
from the two etalons, two windows, and one de-collimating lens
(12 surfaces) is a factor of 1/0.272 giving a corrected throughput
of 42.6% for the coatings. The forth correction results from the
etalon removing the lesser line components of the F2 laser (see
Table 4). This correction factor is 1/0.73. Therefore, the final
corrected throughput of the etalon coatings is 58%. This corre-
sponds to an absorption value of A = 0.048 for the coatings.
Accounting for the throughput by the MgF2 etalon, the interfer-
ometer effective throughput is 34% as a unit.

5. Methodology for a CIV filter

This section discusses the methodology for a development of
CIV spectral filter with reference to the development that has
been performed and reported here. Clearly, the multiple etalon
Fabry Perot interferometer characteristics are based on a tradeoff
between having maximum spectral resolution with high through-
put and the ability to manufacture a prefilter of minimum pass-
band. The proposed etalon characteristics for a CIV interferom-
eter are shown in Table 2 and Fig. 8. For the fixed-gap etalon,
the gap distance is 3.42 µm and tilt tunable. For this small gap-
distance along with the fact that the large FWHM is 3.5 nm, the
etalon can be constructed as a fixed-gap etalon. This fixed-gap
design assures that the etalon plates will not touch during launch
vibration and simplifies a spacecraft instrument. The second tun-
ing etalon (Fig. 8) has a FWHM of ∼10 pm to be compatible
with the defect finesse. The 10 pm filter design for spaceflight is
compatible with the 1/4th line-width criteria. The field of view
(FOV) effect on wavelength shift for a telescope aperture and an
etalon aperture size was considered and found acceptable for the
SUMI telescope but the orbital instrument will depend on the
specific mission capabilities and its optical configuration. The
top etalon in Fig. 8, a 2 pm FWHM interferometer, provides the
triple etalon system with high spectral resolution for complete
line profiling.

The etalon from our coating test can be refurbished into a
fixed-gap (LRI) etalon. The LRI etalon plates need to be re-
polished and coated with similar high-reflectance (R = 0.95,
FR = 58) coatings to Figs. 10. The LRI in a fix-gap, thermal con-
trol, tilt-tuning assembly will allow selection of a specific spec-
tral order when combined with the prefilter profile. The etalon
spacers, mounting supports, and thermal controller for the LHI

Table 5. CIV VUV etalon parameters.

Scan A1(2) B1(2) C
Gap (µm) 201.6 205.2 200.0
Effective reflectivity 0.590 0.561 0.490
Step size (nm) 0.425 0.423 0.430
Aperture size (mm) 2 2 2
FS R (nm) 0.0616 0.0610 0.0620
Measured FWHM (pm) 11.56 11.48 12.30
at 157 nm
Effective finesse 5.34 5.27 5.05
FWHM of F2 laser (pm) 30(10) 30 (10) 10
Finesse corrected for 5.43 (5.71) 5.36 (5.63) 5.36
F2 laser width
Reflectance finesse
157 nm (R = 0.74) 10.4 10.4 10.4
155 nm (R = 0.77) 12.0 12.0 12.0
Defect finesse 6.37 (6.85) 6.25 (6.70) 5.88
Effective finesse 5.26 (5.95) 5.54 (5.95) 5.55
at 155 nm (pm)

can be readily provided by current technology. The high finesse
is accomplished with the Π-coatings and having the unit as a
fixed-gap etalon (Zukic 2000).

The four-mirror prefilter design uses the proven tri-filter UVI
coatings (cf. Fig. 19). The VUV FPI prefilter can improve on the
UVI coatings with a transmittance of ≤80%.

6. Conclusions

The results and design given here demonstrate that a VUV FP
interferometer can provide a CIV spectral filter for the solar
transition region. This unit can result in a smaller optical sys-
tem and hence a smaller focal-plane spacecraft instrument that
reduces the overall cost as compared to spectrographs. It also
allows a higher throughput at high spectral sensitivity, allows
short exposures, and improves the magnetic sensitivity of solar
magnetographs. The successful development and testing of the
VUV FP interferometer will (i) provide new technology for solar
science and (ii) allow for solar transition region magnetographs
for future space mission and for specific spaceflight TR mag-
netographs. The investigation of this alternate optical configu-
ration will provide specific opportunities for the CIV VUV FPI
for sound rocket experiments using exising telescopes, detectors,
and orbiting mission which are now in a instrument definition
phase. Figure 20 gives sounding rocket configuration based on
using the SUMI 30 cm aperture telescope. This FPI configura-
tion is about a third of the SUMI spectrograph length and mass.

Our results are the following: Two pairs of MgF2 etalon
plates have been polished to better than a λ/150 at 633 nm
or λ/24 at 155 nm (FD > 12). A primary set of test plates
were coated with the designed 77% reflectance at 155 nm. The
coatings were stress-free VUV dielectric coatings having low-
absorption Π-coatings. These coatings were then applied to the
second pair of etalon plates. The tunable interferometer was as-
sembled with MgF2 plates mounted to annular rings of silica
glass of matching CTE in a novel design and was mounted as a
piezoelectric-tunable, capacitance-stabilized etalon. The etalon
was placed in a Hovemere’s Hansen optical mount for low in-
duced mechanical stress. A LabView-based program for the con-
trol system was developed to evaluate the interferometer. The
evaluation with 157 nm F2 laser provides the characteristics
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Fig. 20. A sounding rocket configuration of a triple FPI system with the
folding mirror prefilters feeding a CIV CCD camera system. The de-
sign makes use of the cold-mirror 30cm-aperture telescope for the Solar
Ultraviolet Magnetograph Investigation (SUMI, West et al. 2000) which
was designed to transmit only the CIV (155 nm) and MgII (280 nm)
wavelength bands (FWHM∼ 15 - 45 nm).

Table 6. Measured Characteristics of the VUV 10 pm Interferometer.

Operating wavelength: λ = 155 nm
Clear aperture : 25 mm
Coating reflectance: 0.77
Effective reflectance: 0.59
Reflective finesse: FR = 12
Defect finesse: 6.8
Total finesse: 5.9
Optical gap: d = 200 mm
Free spectral range: 61 pm
Passband width: 10 pm
Order: m = 2580
Transmittance: T = 58% (Loss L = 4.2%)

given in Table 2. The result of this program is an operational
and robust CIV VUV interferometer.

The specific TR scientific investigations of imaging,
doppergraphy, and magnetography have been discussed. The
high resolution imaging potential of the transition region by the
current set of spacecraft as well as sounding rocket flights is im-
pressive. The study of these images has shown the highly dy-
namic behavior of the transition region to the limit of spatial
resolution. In the VUV, the emission lines are generally opti-
cally thin which should allow future spaceflight observations to
view down to the scale of the finer physical processes and al-
low magnetic heating to be understood. However the fine scale
features will be associated with short time events since the tran-
sition region has very short (seconds) conductive time scales.
This requires rapid imaging to avoid smoothing dynamic events.

The configuration of the photospheric and chromosphere-
coronal magnetic fields in a stressed active region and a highly
sheared low-lying core field is assumed to be enclosed within
a more nearly potential arcade of loops at some higher level.
Whether the shear decreases with height between the photo-
sphere and chromosphere in such a region, as we might expect
from the overall change, has not been observed. The shear might
even increase over this lower range. An inversion layer investiga-
tion of the magnetic field can show whether the shear increases
or decreases with height between the photosphere and chromo-
sphere. Transition region magnetography may find changes in
rapidly-evolving active regions as the core fields reconnect to
change the shear. This possibility was the prime motivation of
the sounding rocket program SUMI/MSFC which through im-
proved technology will extend measurements of the magnetic
field higher into the transition region.

A scientific objective of the CIV FPI observations is to
characterize the magnetic field in an atmosphere layer of flare

locations and determine the 3D magnetic field structure of
solar active regions. The radiometry and polarization values
show that it is possible but not easy. The HRTS instrument
gives the peak line intensity for the two CIV lines as CIV
(154.8185 nm)= 2.1 erg cm−2 s−1 sr−1 and CIV (155.0774 nm)=
1.2 erg cm−2 s−1 sr−1 (Roussel-Dupree 1984). The etalon sys-
tem will need a 2–7 pm spectral resoluton in order to perform
the spectral isolation of ∼1/4 of the CIV line width. A po-
larimeter and camera system will be needed to obtain the ap-
propriate V/I measurements over an active region. The Lande
g-factors are geff = 1.167 (154.82) and geff = 1.333 (155.08).
The 154.82 nm line is about 1.5 times stronger and has an ob-
served width FWHM ≈ 20−39 pm or Gaussian effective width
∆λE ≈ 12−23 pm. For ∆λE = 12 pm, one obtains the nor-
malized Zeeman splitting νB ≈ 6.1 × 10−4 B2, the normalized
Stokes-V maximum value Vmax/Ip ≈ 5.2× 10−4 B2, and the nor-
malized Stokes-Q, Qmax/Ip ≈ 8.2 × 10−8 . For the field strength
of B = 1000 G, the Vmax/Ip = 5.2% and Qmax/Ip = 0.008%;
hence for a full vector magnetograph, a meter-class space tele-
scope is needed to obtain the full vector field at CIV, but this is
a relatively small step and within the state of the art (Gary et al.
2006).

Another scientific objective of the CIV VUV FPI is to pro-
vide rapid cadence of the transition region where chromospheric
material is being injected from below, where compensating coro-
nal plasma is being injected from above, and where waves and
shocks are propagating to heat the corona. The observation
of HRTS at 156.07–156.15 nm of CI have shown CI upflow
jets (Hoekzema et al. 1997) having blue-shifted events of 15–
25 km s−1 that last for 40s, whereas most plasma from the lower
transition region is blue shifted at 10 km s−1 (Solanki & Hammer
2001). The apparent downflows and upflows might be a com-
pression region due to acoustic waves from magnetic heating, or
the counter flow might be a consequence of contained chromo-
spheric ejections undergoing temperature changes during their
lifetime. Hansteen & Wikstol (1994) point out that the CIV ion-
ization state is highly dependent on velocity, density, and tem-
perature and that rebound shock models might explain the veloc-
ity paradox. Solanki & Hammer (2001) states that the ultimate
understanding needs more detailed observations which can be
provided by Doppler imaging. Doppler imaging will also allow
better understanding of traveling waves by analysis of time de-
lays between observations in different levels of the atmosphere.
Moreover the energetics of the lower transition region is a key
to the heating of the corona and mass loss to the solar wind and
the FPI will allow rapid, 2D Dopplergrams in context with TR
magnetograms.
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